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Prince William increasingly thought that Lin Ziming was a fool, or the kind
who had no brains, so that he would say that.
Who is he, the prince of the Eagle Dog country, the grandson whom the
queen loves, looking at the Eagle Dog country, who would be so
short-sighted and dare to assassinate him?
He has lived in the Eagle Country for so long, and he has never been
assassinated before, and he will never be assassinated before.
Soon Prince William discovered a logical loophole and asked: “Since you
know that a killer is eyeing us, then you are still sitting in a car with us. Are
you afraid of death?”
Indeed, this is a very unreasonable place. Since Lin Ziming knew that a
killer was already watching them, why would he dare to go together? Isn’t
Lin Ziming afraid of death? This is obviously unexplainable.
Alice also looked at Lin Ziming curiously, wanting to see Lin Ziming’s
answer.
Lin Ziming didn’t have any guilty conscience or fear. He still had that faint
expression and said, “I’m here to protect Miss Alice.”
Hearing these words, Alice’s face was a little red, and her heartbeat speeded
up a lot involuntarily, unexpectedly Lin Ziming would come to protect her.
But for Prince William, it was a big joke, he couldn’t help laughing out loud,
“Hahahaha…”
“I really laughed at me, you Chinese, are all arrogant and arrogant like you,
have no brains? Also, protect Alice, do you know what Alice is? Besides,
you are a weak Hua Chinese, what do you use to protect Alice? Do you rely
on the Chinese kung fu in your movie? Hahaha.”
Prince William leaned forward and backward with a smile, already treating
Lin Ziming as a clown.
And after Alice woke up, her impression of Lin Ziming was a little worse,
thinking that Lin Ziming was a bit too arrogant, and she actually said such
words.
But she didn’t think that in the Eagle Country, there would be assassins who
would dare to beat them, unless the assassin organization didn’t want to
survive.
Besides, even if a killer organization is really looking at them, Lin Ziming
will not be able to save them.
Prince William’s bodyguard team is the most professional in the world.
Even if there is a killer to assassinate, the bodyguard team can calmly face it.
Alice shook her head, still explaining for Lin Ziming, and said to Prince
William: “Lin is just a joke. By the way, Lin, where are you going? I can
ask the driver to take you there first.”
Seeing that both Prince William and Alice didn’t care about it, Lin Ziming
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didn’t get any more wordy, anyway, the assassin had already followed him,
and he would start acting soon.
Facing Alice’s question, he thought for a while and said: “I’m going to find
the queen. If it’s convenient for you, you can send me to the royal family.”
“Enough!” Now Prince William is a little angry. This fellow Lin Ziming
yelled to the Queen one by one. It is too disrespectful to the Queen. What a
person the Queen is, Lin Ziming, an inferior Chinese. See you if you want?
Prince William stared at Lin Ziming and said unkindly: “Chinese people, I
don’t have the same knowledge as you for Alice’s sake. Don’t take my
cultivation as your indulgence capital! Her Royal Highness is so honorable
and can’t tolerate. You are a Chinese to blaspheme!”
Alice also frowned slightly. She also thought that Lin Ziming was a bit too
much. Who is the Queen? Even if she is, she can’t see the Queen, and as a
Chinese, what qualifications does Lin Ziming have to see? Where is the
Queen?
Lin Ziming sighed. He was also helpless. It was obvious that what he said
was true. Why didn’t Prince William and Alice believe him?
Since that was the case, he didn’t bother to say anything.
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